From Both Sides of the Bargaining Table
Collective bargaining does not belong in the education setting; its rituals are at cross purposes with the ethics of enlightened educators.
STANLEY CHERIM
A fter nearly a month of no classes, the "labor" dispute at our small community college has finally been resolved. It has been called a strike by some and a lockout by others. The distinction hardly seems relevant to any thing now. What's left is a feeling of relief as well as a sad realization that all of us have lost something from our storehouse of priceless intangibles such as trust and mutual concern, and a growing conviction that there has got to be a better way of solving our problems.
Since I am, on the one hand, a full professor and member of the faculty association's negotiating team, and on the other hand a member of the board of trustees for several schools. I have had the rare opportunity of sitting on both sides of the bargaining table. With these credentials to establish my ability to evaluate dispassionately the impact of labor unionism in my academic envi ronment, let me offer first a definition of our malaise, called the "adversarial sys tem of conflict resolution. 1 refer to it as the adversarial system simply because it's a more honest term than collective bargaining, which, in many schools and colleges, is actually an intricate, psycho logical war of wills between self-interestro/ex.sor i n M ed adversaries. At best, the value of the adversarial system of resolving problems between faculty and administrators is vastly overrated. At worst, it can have a devastating effect on human relation ships.
There seems to be a double standard of ethical behavior in our culture that allows the rules that bind individuals to be lifted when people come together in groups. It brings to mind the "herd instinct' described by Aldous Huxley in illustrating bow easy it is for a sensitive individual to abandon the constraints of civilized society when the burden of individual responsibility can be lost so easily in the faceless herd.
Vet 1 still bold fast to the conviction that the ethical standards that govern individuals and which also derive from our human nature, can lead us to alter native methods of problem solving methods that can preserve and enhance our better instincts toward mutual con cern, trust, cooperation, the restoration of the service ethic, and uncompromis ing professionalism. In a word: collegiality.
One question now haunts us: What ever happened to that collcgialitv and high-minded professionalism that al lowed all segments of the school com munity to pull together? The answer is obvious and it is sad. An adversarial system precludes alternatives. When you jockey for power in an effort to impose your will in the struggle with the "other side," trust becomes laughingly naive, if not an outright liability. Coop eration becomes a sign of weakness, and cordiality generates its own paranoia:
suspicious minds see a threat in "frater nizing with the enemy." It is extremely important that I make it crystal clear that my quarrel is with the adversarial system of problem reso lution, not with m\ colleagues. I have enormous respect and genuine affection for negotiators on both sides of the table. But part of my "problem is that I d maintain respect and affection for those who sit on the other side of the bargain ing table. It is not then a matter of personalities of which 1 can write; I wish to condemn the system we have em braced, which can only subtract from the whole of human dignity. We arc all losers because, measuring the adversari al system by the ethical standards we hold as individuals, the bottom line reads that b hair-raising paradox indeed: but the his tory of human affairs is replete with examples of how easily we tend to justify whatever seems to need justification. If the term paradox can be defined as "standing truth on its head." we have mastered that skill. I must emphasize also that my disen chantment with the adversarial sys tem is specifically related to the edu cational scene. Reality is twisted all out of joint when the blue collar model for management-labor relationships is su perimposed on the academic communi ty. I am very uncomfortable with the application of psychologically loaded words and phrases that arc taken from 
